DRAMATIC

There are different types of aging, depending on muscules types, skin types, etc.
And so these types of aging can be connected to the archetypes. Like, Dramatic-carriers gets their face features
sharpen with age, Natural-carriers gets the second chin, Romantic-carriers loosing the oval, etc.
Muscled, Yang, type of aging belongs to Asian nationalities, and caucazians yet with a big scaled face features.
Basically, your skin lays directly on muscles, which you can’t pull up… Often fat skin follows, which means you
get aged later, at 45+, but it also means the aging gets sudden and fast, and the skin tumor is lost within a year or
two:
Eyes get most of damage: Both lids’ get wrinkles; Crows feet uppear, as well as under eye lines; nasolabial
folds pops up
o

o

Yet the cheek’s skin is smooth
That’s why fillers won’t help here or your cheeks would push eyes up as Madonna got it:/

o

Sad smile

RD o

Face features due to that muscled underlayer aging becomes sharper (check out Cameron Diaz, for
instance), like…sorry, more masculine (well, the good side is you’ll get more compliments on how you and
your dad are alike nowadays…

BRIGHT SIDE: Actually, you’re one of the luckiest one!:
o Face oval is saved up to very old age, as well as face features doesn’t “disappear” as for many others!
o No ptosis!
o Temples stay fit, in place
o Grey hair usually suits you and your beauty glows with age
o Muscles are also in your body, so even if it “dries”, you don’t get wide😉
o You start to look Dramatic with age😉
WHAT TO DO? just relax. Literally. You need Japanese face massage (lymphatic drainage by Zogan);
Also you need a regular moisturizing and hyperpigmentation profilactic.
And…no tan: tanned skin sharpers the face features even more and aging is more visible!
Whom else to check out for inspiration in anti-aging company?: Tilda Swinton, Jamie Lee Curtis, Glenn Close,
Cindy Crawford, Greta Garbo, Joan Crawford, Katharine Hepburn, Kathleen Turner, Lana Turner,

If you are DC, check out Faye Danaway, Meril Streep and Helen Mirren

If you are Dg – Mylene Farmer
The more D in you if you are Dr, the younger face oval will be, like Sophie Loren. The more R in you (Rd), the
more problematic it would be to keep your oval (like Monica Belucci)
Dn - Lauren Bacall, the more N in your ND, the more face oval problematic to keep…:Kim Basinger

Pls notice that after 55 y.o.all types of aging start to get mixed and so a combined aging type follows.

Your weight gain type is: waist, hips, thighs, butt, also breast enlargers with the age.

=>
But please notice not only figure type defynes the style method! Thus, pear NR Beyonce would accent the top and
waist.
But pear Dg Christina Agiliera needs A-silhouette, cocon or straight, not to emphatize the waist; and methods
would be accent or silhouette!
Style method is silhouette (графичные платья сериал Карточный домик)

It correct your figure in the way you want;); is very expressive, overdressed one, since unusual cut creates an
impression and determines the image. Thus, tops with unusual sleeve shapes, oversize garments (shirts) could be

combined with straight structured bottoms – pencil skirt, jeans or sigharette pants. But of course, the bottom also
could be unusual, like an assymetrical skirt (with draping, volangers, “tails”, etc).
Due to high attention attracting, it’s better be in neutral colors, or color might to overdo the image. Only 1 accent
allowed. Also details, like bags, broosches, must be chosen very carefully, remembering about determination of
the image (Like, pirate balloon sleeves shirt won’t live good with a straw bag;)
Thus, this s´method is good to use in fall-winter time, and let it be a coat; ), so the rest is neutral easy to combine
wardrobe;). Coz the biggest minus this method has – it’s that you’ll have to have a huge wardrobe in case of many
silhouette garments in your wardrobe;).
Also pay attention that this method must be used at the right places you are attending. Your kids’ school parent
meeting might be not the best place for it;).

recommended to GD, Gn, Dr, ND (that one would also
use accent method well with some volume on the hips in case of Nd)
Minimalism suits aged Dramatics! So, set on the right clothes and donøt overdo with details/accessories!

In case you own a diamond face shape (like ND and GC might), your aging would be:
“A tired face”
•
•
•

Forehead’s light wrinkles
Sad smile
Face looks fresher in the morning, but sad in the evenings.

BRIGHT SIDE:
•

You don’t get ptosis until very late age
This type is the best for cosmetic help: sleep, of course😉, but also AHA-acids or vitamin C, face
massage, peeling.

Whom else to check out for inspiration in anti-aging company?: RD Julia Roberts, ND Kim Basinger, Dg Sophie
Marceau&French ones lol.

